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Soul Bubbles Pixeljunk Shooter Tearaway

- Bottom-up game designs, building everything as we go
- Custom tools, always evolving specs

Past games



“dear imgui”
- Free software C++ library
- UI toolkit aimed at games 

developers
- Self-contained (9 files!)
- Portable

Sources at http://www.github.com/ocornut/imgui

http://www.github.com/ocornut/imgui


Why do we need our own tools?
- Most ready-made engines are focused on 

authoring “startup conditions”, rather than 
authoring and understanding running systems

- Too much focus on level-design! 
- We need more tools for game-design! 

(PuzzleScript <3)
- We need more tools for debugging



Tools to make sense of the mess
- Games = “interactive haystacks”
- Nobody in the team understands everything 

about how the game works
- Make it easier to visualize your game logic 

and game data! Share that knowledge! 
Solve problems faster



dear imgui: goals
- Easy to use: turn making UI/tools into an 

habit rather than an afterthought
- Low friction for quick use/hacking
- Create tools that are always available



- Embed tools inside engine/game
- Have access to all engine/game state
- Understand problems as they happens
- You can ship tools to everyone

- Programmers, Designers, Artists, QA, etc.
- Players, modders?

Always Available tools



Brigador © Stellar Jockeys

in-games tools →



dear imgui: usage
- Your code creates live UI every frame
- Pull, display or edit data straight from 

your engine/game
- Perfect for creating real-time interactive 

visualization/debugging tools



Code example

A wild interactive widget appears!

- Interact/process immediately
- It works from anywhere in 

your code





Hidden Benefit: Tools = Communication

- Exposing data/algorithms is de-facto 
communication within team

- Avoid game being a black box to 
designers, artists, QA

- Tame complexity, understand what’s 
going on!



← Plot spatial data

// Draw LOD mini-map
// (also: abstract painting)
draw a rectangle
for all objects
{
   transform coordinates
   choose a color
   draw a circle
}



← Monitor stats, 
budgets



Hidden Benefit: Tools = Documentation

- Interactive tool = Self-documenting 
software.
- Always up to date.
- Write new code & matching tool together!
- Easier to debug, now and later.

- Helps to communicates terminology.
- Everybody can speak the same language.



Kiss it simple
- Tools don’t have to be amazing, they 

just need to serve a purpose:
- Make your life easier / happier
- Make your game better

- They don’t have to last a life-time
- They don’t have to be pretty



- “We don’t have time to make tools”
- Implies that tools are a luxury or a 

productivity loss. They aren’t!
- “I am terrible at it / I hate UI stuff”

- Try different ways of doing it (“dear imgui” is 
one way but there are many others)

- The more you’ll do it, the better you’ll get!

Common Excuses



A few examples 
of simple, custom tools

using dear imgui



← Mini 
Searching Tool
(20 lines
of code)

(live search for 
objects, display 
results in a list, 
display preview in 
mini-map)







Tearaway



LumixEngine



That’s all folks
- Don’t shy away from creating your own

- Standalone tools
- In-game “always available” tools
- Unity editor extensions, etc.

- Beware letting your design/dev process be too 
enslaved by what’s readily available.

- Productivity or innovation often requires off-
the-road work.



Dear ImGui

Contact, Links

@ocornut
omar@miracleworld.net 
      
http://www.github.com/ocornut/imgui
http://www.patreon.com/imgui
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